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A harmless bit of fun?

M

ax Mosley has so far
managed to hang
onto his job as the
head of the world
motorsport federation. Mosley was labelled a “Nazi sadomasochistic pervert” by the UK’s The
News of the World newspaper when it
went public with a secret video tape of
Mosley cavorting with five prostitutes in
what the Sunday paper described as a
"Nazi-style orgy in a torture dungeon".
With Formula 1 federations, big carmakers and former world champion
drivers calling for his resignation, Mosley has stuck to his defence that what he
did “was harmless and completely
legal”.
Only in England you might say, and it
is true that one of the things the Brits
excel at is participating in, and exposing,
hugely embarrassing scandals that
usually involve the sexual humiliation
of wealthy, middle-aged men in positions of power. It was not so long ago, for
example, that former Welsh secretary
Ron Davies was caught – for the second
time – canoodling with men in bushes.
Davies explained his presence at the gay
haunt by saying it was somewhere he
came to watch badgers.
Yet, sex scandals are actually far more
universal. In March, the former governor of New York, Eliot Spitzer, was
forced to resign when The New York
Times revealed that he was a longstanding client of high-class prostitutes
costing $1,000 a time. Meanwhile, in
2006, Mark Foley was forced out of the
US Congress when it was revealed that
he had sexually harassed high school ju-
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niors acting as Congressional pages over
a period of 10 years. Even the sober Germans have their bad apples. Volkswagen
executive Peter Hartz stood down in
2005 when allegations emerged over his
misuse of the company expenses. Hartz
spent thousands of company cash on
prostitutes and VW even picked up the
tab for his Viagra.
As for Spain, it seems that Spanish
men in positions of authority are as
good as gold. Despite the recent case of
the Palma councillor, Javier Rodrigo de
Santos, who was discovered to have
spent €45,000 of public funds (which he
has vowed to repay) on gay prostitutes
between 2003 and 2007, examples of
local sex scandals are somewhat rare. As
the cases of Gescartera, Andratx and
Marbella suggest, Spanish misbehaving

appears to lie more in the area of dodgy
financial practices rather than sexual indiscretions. No doubt the press in Spain
would point to an unhealthy obsession
with sex scandals in the British media
that they do not share. Or perhaps an ingrained culture of deference towards
authority figures means they don’t do
their jobs properly.
Whatever the case, Max Mosley’s
antics throw up an uncomfortable
moral dilemma for our society. Is it true,
as Mosley suggests, that “21st century
adults do not worry about private sexual
matters as long as they are legal and
harmless”? Mosley has had his defenders in the past couple of weeks, not
least journalists (from newspapers that
did not break the story) who have argued that what authority figures get up

to in private should not call into question the man’s ability to do his job well.
Churchill is usually invoked: If possibly
the greatest of all Britons had been exposed as a tippler, goes the argument,
we’d all be speaking German now – although in Mosley’s case that appears to
be true. It is hard to fault this thinking,
which is borne out by the evidence:
Spitzer, for example, is widely recognised as an able administrator and
Davies was a key figure in bringing
about Welsh devolution.
While these men are stupid on one
level for risking their privileged positions as well as the respect and money
that normally goes with them, they are
all bright, experienced individuals who
know what our society is like, that,
whether they guffaw or seethe, the average person is bound to be distracted by
the indiscretions and lose sight of the career full of achievements. If these men
expect people to react as if we live in an
ideal society, then that alone is enough
to call into question how fit they are to
fill such important posts.
Yet, perhaps most public outrage is
fuelled by a sense of injustice. We’d all
like to be spanked by a bevy of young attractive hookers but I’m afraid that between doing the shopping, picking the
kids up from school and meeting the
monthly mortgage payments, most of
us do not have the time and money for
such indulgences. I for one do not like
living in a society of haves and have-nots
and see the abuse of authority, trust and
wealth by a privileged elite as more than
simply a transgression of morality; it is a
sort of betrayal.
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D

espite the destruction
brought about by the
atomic bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
surrender was not an easy concept to accept by the Japanese. The hardliners in
the military did not think that the war
was lost and they were convinced that
the enemy would suffer huge loses if it
dared to come ashore and invade the
Japanese islands. But after assessing the
devastating effects of the two atomic
bombs, a final conference in the emperor’s bomb shelter in Tokyo was held
and Hiro Hito himself spoke of the futility of continuing the fight. When his
own status as Japanese “divine ruler”
was settled, the Empire of the Rising Sun
capitulated.
“Peace has come”, said the editorial in

this newspaper that used its biggest type
to report the end of World War II. Almost six years had passed and the result
was 60 million casualties and 14 million
killed in battle or dead because of
wounds.
“We have met the test of war”, proclaimed the newspaper. “In our exultation over victory we must not forget
that we now face the crucial test of
peace”.
The warning was not rhetoric. Damage caused by the war was enormous. In
the midst of the celebrations the reality
of daily survival and its difficulties aggravated by the destruction caused by
the war was coming to the fore. Food
was the biggest headache. There were already reports from Europe of serious
famine in some areas. Survival, even in

peace, was a tough task. Crops were
plentiful in many parts of Europe but
transport was seriously impeded by the
destruction of infrastructure. Factories
were only starting to function and even
canned food was difficult to come by.
Food was not the only problem. There
was scarcity of clothing, medicines, petrol…with peace came the need for austerity rather than the feeling of plenty.
Nations were in financial trouble. Societies had to start almost afresh. Challenges arose everywhere. Europe faced
years of rebuilding, since in some countries destruction of buildings was widespread. The war industry had to be now
transformed into an industry for peace,
an industry to deliver the goods that
people most needed. And immense
political challenges also lay ahead.

